Introduction
Satellites such as Chandra and XMM-Newton are currently providing a wealth of x-ray spectra on many astronomical objects. There is a serious lack of adequate atomic data, particularly in the K-shell energy range, needed for the interpretation of these spectra. Spectroscopy in the soft x-ray region (5-45 Å), including K-shell transitions for singly and multiply charged ionic forms of atomic elements such as; C, N, O, Ne, S and Si, and the L-shell transitions of Fe and Ni, provide a valuable probe of the extreme environments in active galactic nuclei (AGN's), x ray binary systems, and cataclysmic variables [1] . The goal of the present experimental and theoretical investigation is to provide accurate values for photoionization cross sections, resonance energies, and linewidths resulting from the photoabsorption of x rays near the K-edge of Li-like boron.
Previously, identification of Auger transitions from multiply charged ionic states of boron has been performed experimentally by using electron spectroscopy in ionatom collisions [2, 3, 4] , photon absorption and emission by laser-produced plasmas [5, 6] , electron-impact ionization [7] , beam-foil spectroscopy and high-resolution spark spectroscopy [8] . Theoretically resonance energies and linewidths for Auger transitions of the Li-like boron ion have been calculated using a variety of methods such as, perturbation theory in 1/Z [9] , B-splines [10] and the saddle-point method (SPM) with R-matrix or complex co-ordinate rotation methods [11, 12, 13] . A critical compilation of atomic transition probabilities for Be and B covering all stages of ionization (for allowed and forbidden outer-shell transitions) has recently been assembled [14] . To our knowledge this is the first time that measurements of the photoionization cross sections for the Li-like boron ion have been carried out for the photon energy range in the vicinity of the K-edge. To complement the high resolution measurements made at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron radiation facility we have carried out photoionization cross section calculations using the R-matrix method. Recently, high resolution measurements for K-shell photoexcitation of singly, doubly and triply charged ions of carbon; C + [15] , C 2+ [16] and C 3+ [17] have been carried out within our international collaboration. A similar approach is used here to perform measurements on the doubly charged boron ion in the vicinity of the K-edge. Such studies are important in order to provide accurate results for absolute photoionization cross sections, resonance energies and natural linewidths. These benchmarked results therefore update existing literature values [18, 19, 20, 21] and as such should be used in preference to those that are currently in use in the various astrophysical modelling codes such as CLOUDY [22, 23] and XSTAR [24] .
The present study aims to benchmark theoretical values for photoionization cross sections, resonance energies and lifetimes of autoionizing states of the B 2+ ion in the vicinity of the K-edge with high-resolution experimental measurements. This provides confidence in the data that may be used in modelling astrophysical plasmas; e.g., in the hot (photoionized and collisionally ionized) gas surrounding γ Peg and ζ Cas where B II and B III have been observed in absorption or for determining boron abundances in early B-type stars in the ORION association [25, 26] .
Promotion in Li-like boron (B 2+ ) ions of a K-shell electron to an outer np-valence shell (1s → np) from the ground state produces states that can autoionize, forming a B 3+ ion and an outgoing free electron. The strongest excitation process in the interaction of a photon with the 1s 2 2s 2 S ground-state of the Li-like boron ion is the 1s → 2p photo-excitation process; 
The inner-shell autoionization resonances created (by the above processes) appear in the corresponding photoionization cross sections (in the energy region near to the Kedge) on top of a continuous background cross section for direct photoionization of the outer 2s electron. The present investigation provides absolute values (experimental and theoretical) for photoionization cross sections, resonance energies and linewidths for these states. The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a brief outline of the theoretical work. Section 3 details the experimental procedure used. Section 4 presents a discussion of the results obtained from both the experimental and theoretical methods. Finally in section 5 conclusions are drawn from the present investigation.
Theory
Theoretical cross-section calculations for the photoionization of doubly charged boron ions are available from the Opacity Project and can be retrieved from the TOPBASE database [27] . These cross-section calculations primarily cover the photon energy region corresponding to excitation of valence electrons and have been determined in LS-coupling. Theoretical results from the independent particle model exist in the energy region of the K-edge [19, 20, 21] , but do not account for Auger states that have been observed, e.g., in the experimental studies of Rødbro and co-workers [2, 3, 4] or in the present study. Accurate theoretical estimates for the resonance energies and natural linewidths in the energy region of the K-edge for the B 2+ ion have been provided previously by using the saddle-point method in combination with the Rmatrix technique [12] and on the basis of the B-spline approach [10] . Agreement of that work was found for the energies of the [1s(2s 2p) 1,3 P] 2 P o resonance states with the previous experimental work of Rødbro and co-workers [4] and also with earlier theoretical work [9, 28, 29, 30, 31] .
To benchmark theory for photoionization and obtain suitable agreement with high-resolution experimental photoionization measurements performed at thirdgeneration synchrotron light source facilities (such as the ALS), state-of-the-art theoretical methods are required using highly correlated wavefunctions. Relativistic effects usually need to be included when the experimental resolution is such that fine-structure effects can be resolved and radiation damping affects narrow resonances present in the photoionization cross sections. The features detailed above have been vividly illustrated in numerous experimental and theoretical photoionization studies within the present collaboration. Recent work on K-shell ionization of light ions involved He-like Li + [32, 33] , Li-like C 3+ [17] , Be-like C 2+ [16] , and B-like C + [15] . Photoionization cross-section calculations for B 2+ ions were performed both in LS and in intermediate coupling using the semi-relativistic Breit-Pauli approximation which allows for relativistic effects to be included. Radiation-damping [34] effects were also included for completeness within the confines of the R-matrix approach [35, 36] . An appropriate number of B 3+ states (11 LS, 17 LSJ levels) were included in our intermediate coupling calculations. An n=4 basis set of B 3+ orbitals was used which was constructed using the atomic-structure code CIV3 [37] ion, all physical orbitals were included up to n=3 in the configuration-interaction wavefunction expansions used to describe the states. The Hartree-Fock 1s and 2s tabulated orbitals of Clementi and Roetti [38] were used together with n=3 orbitals which were determined by energy optimization on the appropriate spectroscopic state using the atomic structure code CIV3 [37] . The n=4 correlation (pseudo) orbitals were determined by energy optimization on the 1s 2s 1 S hole state of the B 3+ ion in order to account for core relaxation and additional correlation effects in the multiconfiguration interaction wavefunctions. All the states of the B 3+ ion were then represented by using multi-configuration interaction wave functions. The Breit-Pauli R-matrix approach was used to calculate the energies of the B 2+ (LSJ) states and the subsequent photoionization cross sections. A minor shift (< 0.1 %) of the theoretical energies to experimental values was made so that they would be in agreement with available experimental thresholds [39] . Cross sections for photoionization out of the B 2+ (1s 2 2s 2 S 1/2 ) ground-state ion were then obtained for total angular momentum scattering symmetries of J = 1/2 and J= 3/2, odd parity, that contribute to the total.
The R-Matrix method [35, 36, 34] was used to determine all the photoionization (PI) cross sections σ PI (E), for the initial ground state in intermediate-coupling (LSJ). The scattering wavefunctions were generated by allowing all possible three-electron promotions out of the base 1s 2 2s configuration of B 2+ into the orbital set employed. Scattering calculations were performed with forty continuum functions and a boundary radius of 9.8 Bohr radii. For the 2 S 1/2 initial state the outer region electron-ion collision problem was solved (in the resonance region below and between all the thresholds) using a suitably chosen fine energy mesh of 5×10 −8 Rydbergs (≈ 0.68 µeV) to fully resolve all the extremely fine resonance structure in the photoionization cross sections. The multi-channel R-matrix QB technique (applicable to atomic and molecular complexes) of Berrington and co-workers [40, 41, 42] was used to determine the resonance parameters. The resonance width Γ was determined from the inverse of the energy derivative of the eigenphase sum δ at the position of the resonance energy
Averaging was performed over final total angular momentum J values. Finally, in order to compare directly with experiment, the theoretical cross section was convoluted with a Gaussian function of appropriate width to simulate the energy resolution of the measurements carried out at the Advanced Light Source synchrotron radiation facility.
Experiment
The experiment was performed at the ion-photon-beam (IPB) end-station of the undulator beamline 10.0.1 at the ALS. A detailed description of the experimental setup has been provided by Covington et al [43] . For the present study on B 2+ similar procedures were utilized as in our earlier measurements on the K-shell photoionization cross sections for carbon ions [15, 16, 17] . Beams experiments with Li-like ions such as C 3+ and B 2+ are attractive since such ions can be provided almost exclusively in their ground state. The metastable 4 P states of B 2+ have lifetimes of less than 300 ns [44] , much too short to survive the flight time of approximately 10 µs from the ion source to the photon-ion interaction region.
The boron ions were generated from BF 3 gas inside a compact all permanentmagnet electron cyclotron-resonance (ECR) ion source [45] . Collimated B 2+ ionbeam currents of typically 30 nA were extracted by putting the ion source on a positive potential of +6 kV. After having travelled through a bending dipole magnet serving to select the desired ratio of charge to mass, the ion beam was centered onto the counterpropagating photon beam by applying appropriate voltages to several electrostatic ion beam steering devices. Downstream of the interaction region, the ion beam was deflected out of the photon beam direction by a second dipole magnet that also separated the ionized B 3+ product ions from the B 2+ parent ions. The B 3+ ions were counted with nearly 100% efficiency with a single-particle detector, and the B 2+ ion current was monitored for normalization. The measured B 3+ count rate R was only partly due to photoionization events. It also contained B 3+ ions produced by electron removal collisions with residual gas molecules and surfaces. This background was determined by mechanically chopping the photon beam.
Absolute cross sections were measured by normalizing the background-subtracted B 3+ count rate to the measured ion current, to the photon flux, which was measured with a calibrated photodiode, and to the beam overlap. Beam overlap measurements were carried out using two commercial rotating-wire beam-profile monitors and a movable slit scanner. Absolute cross sections and resonance strengths for photoionization have thus been obtained with an estimated uncertainty of 20%. Detailed descriptions of the procedures for absolute measurements and of the budget of uncertainties have been provided previously by Covington et al [43] . Due to the considerable effort required for carrying out reliable absolute cross section measurements these were only performed at the peak positions of the dominant photoionization resonances.
Energy scan measurements were taken by stepping the photon energy through a preset range of values. The desired experimental energy spread was preselected by adjusting monochromator settings of the beamline accordingly. The scan 
measurements were normalized to the absolute data points. The energy scale was calibrated by carrying out photoabsorption measurements with SF 6 and Ar gas for the well known resonance features [46, 47] at energies 176-182 eV and 242-251 eV, respectively. Calibrated monochromator settings from these ranges were linearly interpolated to obtain the scaling factors for measured energies in the present range of interest. Since the parent ions are in motion, a Doppler correction has to be carried out transforming the nominal laboratory energies to the center-of-mass frame of the ions before applying the calibration factor. With all this carefully included, we estimate an uncertainty of at most ±30 meV for the energy scale of the present measurements. Since the precision of peak position determinations is of the order of better than 1 meV, the possible calibration error almost exclusively determines the absolute uncertainties of the resonance energies. The scan cross sections were normalized to an absolute measurement at the peak energy so that all data sets are on an absolute scale. The peak is associated with the [1s (2s 2p) 3 P] 2 P o resonance in B 2+ ions. The experimental energy spreads given for each individual measurement were determined by Voigt fits (red solid lines) to the experimental data. Figures 2 and 3 show the ALS experimental data for the B 2+ ion in the energy region of the first two resonance peaks (the [1s (2s 2p) 1,3 P] 2 P o resonances) taken during the course of the measurements with varying degrees of resolution. By fitting Voigt profiles to the different sets of peak measurements the experimental energy spreads, the natural resonance widths and resonance energies can be determined. Each single scan of a resonance can contribute to the accuracy of the resonance parameters obtained. The lowest-energy-spread experiments are especially valuable for the determination of the natural line width. The measurement with the smallest energy spread may, however, suffer from statistics and thus a higher-energy-spread experiment with better statistics may add significantly to the accurate determination of the natural resonance width and resonance energy. Thus for peak 1 we obtained widths Γ = 4.5 ± 1.7 meV from the experimental data shown in figure 2 panel d) at the highest resolution and Γ = 5.2 ± 0.5 meV from the experimental data shown in figure 2 panel c) . The data from figure 2 panels a) and b) where inconclusive with respect to the line width when fitted individually. Similarly, for peak 2 we obtained widths Γ = 29.5 ± 3.3 meV from the experimental data shown in figure 3 panel b) and Γ = 30.2 ± 3.9 meV from the experimental data shown in figure 3 panel a) .
Results and Discussion
Clearly, the result obtained from several independent measurements can be expected to be of better quality than the results of each single measurement. Therefore, by combining all data sets obtained for a specific resonance in a multiplepeak fit one can improve the accuracy of the final result. In such a least squares multiple-peak fit all measurements are considered in a single fit procedure. The resonance energy E (res) ph and the natural width Γ of the resonance investigated in several individual measurements are varied in order to minimize the sum of all squared deviations in all measurements at a time. Of course, they have to be kept the same for all the different individual peak measurements on one specific resonance. Fitting the 4 measurements of peak 1 shown in figure 2 in one least-squares fit session provides Γ = 4.8 ± 0.6 meV. Similarly, a combined fit of the 2 measurements of peak 2 in figure 3 yields Γ = 29.7 ± 2.5 meV. While the fit results obtained for the first two peaks are of very satisfying quality, Fano parameters describing the interference of direct and resonant photoionization channels were not accessible to the present experiment. The results that could be obtained from these nonlinear least-squares fits to the measured data illustrated in figures 2 and 3 are presented in table 1. Apart from the resonance energies E (res) ph and the Lorentzian widths Γ, experimental resonance strengths σ PI were also obtained which result from integration of the cross section σ PI (E; L i S i → L j S j ) for a specific resonance transition over all energies are limited by the existing calibration standards in the case of the present work and the previous study by Kennedy et al [5] with error bars of 30 meV. The electron spectroscopy data have uncertainties of 100 meV, considerably higher than the photon experiments. The data provided by Kramida et al [8] have the character of recommended data and as such are based not only on existing experiments but also on theoretical calculations using ab initio and semi-empirical techniques. The estimated uncertainties are only 10 meV and 14 meV for the energies of the [1s (2s 2p)
3 P] 2 P o and [1s (2s 2p)
1 P] 2 P o resonances, respectively. The present experiment is closest to this work for both peaks 1 and 2 .
All experimental E (res) ph results for peak 1 agree with one another within their uncertainties. The present R-matrix result is within about 50 meV from the most accurate experimental data. The theoretical data closest to experiment are those resulting from the configuration interaction expansion calculations using a B-spline basis set [10] . The result of the saddle-point method with R-matrix calculations [12] has the largest discrepancy with respect to the photoexcitation experiments with a deviation of 130 meV from the present experimental result and 149 meV from the excitation energy recommended by Kramida et al [8] . For peak 2 the experiment by Kennedy et al [5] is outside the uncertainty ranges of the other photoexcitation experiments with a difference of about 100 meV to the present experimental results. The scatter of the theory data is similar to that observed for peak 1 . The agreement of the present LSJ R-matrix calculation for peak 2 with the present experiment is perfect while the B-spline method is 37 meV above the present experiment and 48 meV above the energy recommended by Kramida et al [8] . It is interesting to note that the differences of resonance energies obtained for peaks 1 and 2 by theory and experiment show a considerably reduced scatter range, about one third, as compared to the resonance energies themselves. Excellent agreement with respect to the energy splitting is found for the present experiment with 2.838± 0.001 meV, the photoexcitation experiment by Jannitti et al [6] (8 meV lower) and the data of Kramida et al [8] (8 meV higher). With respect to these experimental data the theoretical predictions on the average are 50 meV too high.
In the prediction of the Lorentzian width of peak 1 the different theoretical approaches, all within the span of different versions of the saddle-point method, cover b Non-relativistic LS coupling R-matrix (11-state). c Saddle-point method (SPM) with R-matrix [12] . d Saddle-point method (SPM) with Complex Rotation [13] e B-spline method [10] f Beam-foil spectroscopy and high-resolution spark spectroscopy [8] g Laser-produced plasmas experiment [5] h Electron spectroscopy experimental data [4] revised [11] ; the error bars of 0.1 eV are the estimates from the work of Chung and Bruch [11] who provide the Auger energies with 5-digit numbers k Laser-produced plasmas experiment, no uncertainties specified [6] l Saddle-point method (SPM) with relativistic corrections [31] [10] c Laser-produced plasmas experiment, no uncertainties specified [6] d Beam-foil spectroscopy and high-resolution spark spectroscopy [8] e Laser-produced plasmas experiment [5] f Electron spectroscopy experimental data [4] revised [11] ; the error bars of 0.2 eV are the estimates from the work of Chung and Bruch [11] who provide the Auger energies with 5-digit numbers g Saddle-point method (SPM) with relativistic corrections [31] * Line assignment changed as suggested by Kramida et al [8] a range from 4.0 meV to almost 5.5 meV, i.e., they differ by up to about 30% from the lowest width calculated. The present R-matrix calculations agree best with the experiment but also the saddle-point method with R-matrix [12] calculations and the B-spline method [10] are within the present experimental error bars. For peak 2 with its larger width all theoretical data and the present experiment are in very good accord. Since this is the first time that Lorentzian widths of core-excited states of the B 2+ ion have been experimentally determined, there are no other measurements to compare with. In general, discrimination of specific theoretical approaches is not easily possible on the basis of the existing experimental data for E (res) ph and Γ provided in table 1. In view of all available data, both theoretical and experimental, the excitation energies from the saddle-point method with R-matrix calculations [12] appear to be too high (at a level of 0.1 eV).
From the experimental resonance strengths also the oscillator strengths f may be determined using the relationship,
with the fine structure constant α, the first Bohr radius a 0 and the Rydberg energy R. We note that any tiny contributions to the decay rate from radiative processes are negligible compared to our absolute error bars. Thus the measured photoionization resonances account for almost all of the oscillator strength in these transitions. Table 2 gives the values determined for the resonance energies and resonance strength parameters of the remaining higher lying resonances located in the energy region 220-238.3 eV along with the corresponding theoretical values. From table 2 (due to the limited scan ranges and the resolution of the individual scans around 25 meV applied in the region 220-230 eV) it is seen that we were not able to resolve and detect the two small resonances (i.e. the peak lying between 4 and 5 , and that between 5 and 6 ) in the spectra for this energy range. For the peaks that we have been able to observe experimentally (and determine their resonance parameters and tentatively designate), a comparison with theory shows the results are in suitable agreement both with our theoretical estimates and those from earlier studies.
The Lorentzian widths of the resonances discussed in table 2 could not be experimentally determined. Most of the states have calculated widths between 0.07 meV and 0.66 meV, a range that is presently not experimentally accessible. Only the [(1s 2p 3 P)3s] 2 P o resonance is predicted theoretically to have a width of 11.4 meV, sufficiently broad for the possible energy resolution of the experimental arrangement. However, this resonance is so small it could not even be detected in the measurements. Where a comparison is possible the Lorentzian widths resulting from the present R-matrix approach agree very well with the results of the B-spline method [10] and saddle-point method with relativistic corrections [11] . Discrepancies are typically within less than 10%.
The experimental resonance energies given in [8] estimated an uncertainty of only 5 meV of their resonance energy. This is barely in agreement with the present R-matrix results and would rule out the results from the B-spline method [10] and saddle-point method with relativistic corrections [11] which differ by 66 meV and 139 meV, respectively.
For peak 5 (assigned to the excited [(1s 2p 1 P)3s] 2 P o state) the present resonance energy and that of Kramida et al [8] differ by 154 meV, far outside the mutual error bars. On the other hand the available theoretical calculations agree with the present experiment within its error bar. Given the excellent agreement of the present energies and the data of Kramida et al [8] in all other cases one must assume a misprint in their table or a problem with the assignment of the state associated with the quoted energy. For the [(1s 2p 3 P)3d] 2 P o resonance not seen in the present experiment, the present Rmatrix resonance energy is within 31 meV from the result of the B-spline method [10] . For the remaining peaks 6 and 7 (assigned to the excited [(1s 2p 1 P)3d] 2 P o and [1s(3s 3p)
1 P] 2 P o states, respectively) there are no data other than the present theory and experiment. They are compared with one another in the context of figures 4 and 5. Overall, the level-energy results of the B-spline method [10] , where available, are found to be the theoretical data closest to the most accurate experiments.
The theoretical data in figure 4 (for peaks 1 through 6 ) was shifted by minor amounts (details are given in the caption) to match the experimental data. In order to make a direct comparison with the absolute experimental data, the theoretical cross sections were convoluted with Gaussians of the appropriate widths. In figure 5 we show the comparison between theory and experiment in the energy range 230.0-238.3 eV, where the theoretical data has been convoluted with a Gaussian of 135 meV FWHM. Finally, figure 6 illustrates the comparison between the present R-matrix intermediate coupling calculations and the ALS experimental results over the energy range incorporating the 7 peaks observed in the experiment. The spectral overview in figure 6 illustrates a simulated ALS spectrum expected on the basis of the resonance parameters from the present measurements and their analysis assuming the cross sections were all measured with 135 meV resolution (the experimental spectrum displayed in figure 5 was indeed measured at 135 meV resolution). As can be seen from figure 6 over the complete energy region studied excellent agreement is observed between the present theoretical R-matrix calculations performed in intermediate coupling and the experimental data taken at the ALS. The figure also indicates the resonances that were not observed in the experiments because of their small cross sections.
Conclusion
Photoionization of B 2+ ions was studied both experimentally and theoretically in the energy region of the K-edge. Overall, excellent agreement is found between the present theoretical and experimental results both on the photon-energy scale and on the absolute photoionization cross-section scale for this prototype Li-like system for the majority of the observed peaks. Minor discrepancies however do exist between theory and experiment (when the energy range around narrow resonances is strongly expanded) both for resonance strengths and positions. This may be possibly attributed to the limitations of the n=4 basis set used in the present theoretical work.
The strength of the present study is in its excellent experimental resolving power coupled with theoretical predictions using the Breit-Pauli R-matrix method. The experimental energy resolution of 11. 
